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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to control of trac-
tion load in a continuously variable transmission device
("variator") of rolling traction type.
[0002] A variator is a device having a rotary input, a
rotary output, and a mechanism for transmitting drive
from one to the other while providing for continuous (step-
less) variation of the ratio of input speed to output speed.
[0003] In a rolling traction variator, drive is transmitted
between an input race and an output race through at least
one roller (and more typically a set of rollers) running
upon both races. To provide traction between rollers and
races they must be biased into engagement with each
other. The biasing force is referred to herein as the "trac-
tion load". In known variators the rollers and races do not
make contact with each other since they are separated
by a thin film of "traction fluid". It is shearing of this fluid
which provides the requisite roller/race traction.
[0004] Control of traction load is important to variator
performance. One reason for this is that energy losses
taking place at the roller/race interface vary with traction
load, which thus has a bearing on variator efficiency.
These losses are due to (1) spin at the interface - i.e.
rotation of one surface relative to the other, due to the
fact that the two surfaces are following circular paths
about different axes and (2) shear at the interface - i.e.
speed difference between the two surfaces, producing
the shear in the fluid. It is found that excessively high
traction loads increase spin losses while low traction
loads lead to high shear losses, optimal efficiency lying
between the two extremes. Another reason why control
of traction load control is important is that excessive slip
of rollers relative to the races, caused by inadequate trac-
tion loading, can result in premature wear or even failure
of the variator.
[0005] It is known to vary traction load in sympathy with
"reaction force". To explain first of all what reaction force
is, consider that due to the torque being transmitted the
races exert a tangential force upon each of the rollers.
This force must be reacted back to the transmission cas-
ing. In known rolling traction variators the rollers are typ-
ically movably mounted and the force exerted by the rac-
es is opposed by, and reacted to the casing through, an
actuator acting upon the roller’s mountings. The reaction
force applied by the actuator is adjustable for the purpose
of controlling the variator and is equal but opposite to the
tangential force exerted by the races.
[0006] The variator’s traction coefficient can be defined
as reaction force halved (since there are two contacts)
and divided by traction load. Strictly this is a simplification,
since the true coefficient of traction at the roller/race in-
terface depends upon the magnitude of the forces per-
pendicular and parallel to the interface, and the traction
load is not generally perpendicular to the interface. How-
ever this simple definition will suffice for the present dis-
cussion.
[0007] An example of a variator whose traction load is

varied along with reaction force to provide a constant
traction coefficient is provided by Torotrak (Develop-
ment) Ltd’s International patent application
PCT/GB97/00938, published as WO97/40292, wherein
reaction force is provided by double acting hydraulic roller
actuators and the two pressures applied to the actuators
are also led to a hydraulic traction load actuator. The
hydraulic coupling of roller and traction load actuators is
advantageous because it allows the traction load to be
very quickly varied along with reaction force. This is im-
portant in responding to "torque spikes" - rapid fluctua-
tions in transmission torque occurring due to factors ex-
ternal to the transmission, such as emergency braking
of the vehicle. A torque spike produces a rapid change
in reaction force which could lead to slip between rollers
and races, were if not for the fact that, in the known ar-
rangement, increased pressures which are created in the
roller actuators are passed on to the traction load actuator
to correspondingly increase traction load with little time
lag.
[0008] To increase still further the speed of response
of the traction load to the reaction force, Torotrak (De-
velopment) Ltd’s International patent application
PCT/GB02/01551, published under No. WO 021079675,
teaches how pressure from the roller actuators can be
used to control a pilot operated valve which in its turn
controls application of fluid from a high pressure source
to the traction load actuator. The same document recog-
nises the desirability of adjusting the traction coefficient
and provides some ways in which this can be achieved.
[0009] It is advantageous to provide for adjustment of
the traction coefficient - i.e. for varying the constant of
proportionality between reaction force and traction load
- because the properties of the traction fluid (specifically
its viscosity), and consequently the optimal traction co-
efficient, vary with temperature. It may also be advanta-
geous to adjust the traction coefficient with variator rolling
speed and with variator ratio. Providing a practical means
for adjusting the traction coefficient, whilst still providing
the desired linear relationship between traction load and
reaction force, is challenging, at least if continuous ad-
justment is required.
[0010] Torotrak (Development) Ltd’s International Pat-
ent Application PCT/GB2004/002500, published under
No. WO2005/015061, which constitutes the closest prior
art describes an arrangement in which the traction coef-
ficient is variable in a discrete (step-wise) manner, by
switching on/off supply of hydraulic pressure signals ap-
plied either to the actuator which provides the traction
load, or to a pilot controlled valve which sets hydraulic
pressure applied to the actuator. A practical implemen-
tation of the valve arrangement disclosed in that appli-
cation is thought to be potentially problematic and/or ex-
pensive to manufacture.
[0011] In accordance with a first aspect of the present
invention, there is a traction control arrangement for a
variator having a pair of races, at least one roller which
is arranged to engage both races and to transfer drive
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from one race to the other, the roller being movable to
enable the speed of one race to be varied relative to the
speed of the other race, a hydraulic traction load actuator
which receives a hydraulic traction load pressure and in
response urges the races and the rollers into engage-
ment to provide traction between them, and at least one
hydraulic roller control actuator arranged to receive op-
posed first and second reaction pressures and in re-
sponse to apply a reaction force to the roller, the traction
control arrangement comprising a traction control valve
which controls the traction load pressure and which is
operable in at least two modes:

a first mode in which it receives (a) a first pilot pres-
sure signal corresponding to the traction load pres-
sure and (b) a second pilot pressure signal corre-
sponding to the higher of the first and second reac-
tion pressures, and in which it controls the traction
load pressure in response to the difference between
the first and second pilot pressure signals; and

a second mode in which it receives (a) a first pilot
pressure signal corresponding to the traction load
pressure, (b) a second pilot pressure signal corre-
sponding to the higher of the first and second reac-
tion pressures, and (c) a third pilot pressure signal
corresponding to the lower of the first and second
reaction pressures, and in which it controls the trac-
tion load pressure as a function of the first, second
and third pilot pressure signals,

a relationship between traction load pressure and
reaction force being different in the two modes.

[0012] The invention can be implemented using a sim-
ple and economical valve arrangement, and can provide
linear variation of traction load with reaction pressure as
well as adjustment of the traction coefficient.
[0013] Preferably the traction control valve has a valve
member which is movable to open and close a connection
between a traction load supply port and a pressure
source, thereby to control the traction load pressure. The
valve member may be a valve spool housed in bore of a
valve body, but for example it may instead be a movable
sleeve.
[0014] Still more preferably the traction control valve
further comprises a dart which is movable independently
of the valve member but is arranged, when subject to
suitable hydraulic pressure, to apply a force to the valve
member to influence its position.
[0015] The dart preferably has first and second working
faces which, in the second mode, are subject respectively
to the lower and the higher of the first and second reaction
pressures so that the dart applies to the valve member
a force which is a function of the said reaction pressures.
[0016] Preferably the valve member has first and sec-
ond opposed valve member working faces, and in the
first mode the traction load pressure acts upon the first

valve member working face and the higher of the first
and second reaction pressures acts upon the second
valve member working face.
[0017] Preferably the dart has first and second op-
posed working faces, and in the second mode the traction
load pressure acts upon the first valve member working
face, the lower of the first and second reaction pressures
acts upon the second valve member working face, and
the first and second working faces of the dart are subject
respectively to the lower and the higher of the first and
second reaction pressures, so that the dart applies to the
valve member a force which is a function of the said re-
action pressures.
[0018] Preferably the first and second working faces
of the dart have equal areas so that the force applied by
the dart is proportional to the difference between the first
and the second reaction pressures.
[0019] It may be desirable to provide more than two
possible values of traction coefficient. In a preferred em-
bodiment, the traction control valve additionally compris-
es a second dart and the traction control arrangement is
operable in a third mode to provide a third alternative
relationship between traction load pressure and reaction
force.
[0020] As noted above, the roller control actuators
used to apply the reaction force to the variator rollers
typically receive two hydraulic pressures, acting in mutual
opposition, so that the reaction force is determined by
the difference between the two pressures. It has been
found to be advantageous to maintain both reaction pres-
sures at a level above atmospheric pressure. The two
reaction pressures can then be referred to as a base
pressure, maintained at a constant level above atmos-
pheric, and a control pressure which is adjusted to vary
reaction force. This creates a difficulty, however, if the
traction load pressure is controlled to be proportional to
the control pressure without allowance for the base pres-
sure, since the variation of traction load with reaction
force will not then have the desired characteristic.
[0021] According to a not claimed aspect, there is a
traction loading arrangement for a variator comprising a
pair of races and at least one roller which is arranged to
engage both races and to transfer drive from one race
to the other, the roller being movable to enable the speed
of one race to be varied relative to the speed of the other,
the traction loading arrangement comprising a hydraulic
traction load actuator for receiving a hydraulic traction
load pressure and in response applying a traction load
to urge the races and the rollers into engagement to pro-
vide traction between them, and a pre-stressed relief
spring which acts in opposition to the traction load actu-
ator to reduce the traction load.
[0022] The force exerted by the relief spring can be
chosen to restore the desired reaction force/traction load
characteristic.
[0023] Although it is preferred that traction load should
be proportional to reaction force during much of the var-
iator’s operation, it is also desirable to ensure that traction
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load does not fall below a minimum value. In a preferred
embodiment, the force of the traction load actuator is
reacted through a pre-stressed pre-load spring, so that
the pre-load spring prevents the traction load from falling
below a minimum value.
[0024] Still more preferably the traction load actuator
comprises a cylinder, a piston which is movable along
the cylinder and which defines a traction load working
chamber in it, and an abutment which defines a limit of
the piston’s movement along the cylinder, so that traction
load pressure in the traction load working chamber tends
to move the piston along the cylinder, away from the abut-
ment, to apply traction load, the relief spring being pre-
stressed between the piston and the cylinder to urge the
piston toward the abutment, and the force of the traction
load actuator being reacted through a pre-stressed pre-
load spring, so that when the traction load pressure falls
below a threshold value the piston contacts the abutment
and the pre-load spring’s force is transmitted through the
piston and the abutment to provide the traction load,
thereby ensuring that traction load does not fall below a
minimum level.
[0025] Preferably the pre-load spring reacts the force
of the actuator to a variator shaft on which the variator
races and the traction load actuator are mounted.
[0026] Especially preferred, the cylinder is movable
and the piston is formed by a movable reaction plate, a
front side of which defines the traction load working
chamber and a rear side of which is acted on by the pre-
load spring so that the traction load is reacted to the spring
through the reaction plate.
[0027] According to a not claimed aspect there is a
transmission comprising a variator having a pair of races,
at least one roller which is arranged to engage both races
and to transfer drive from one race to the other, the roller
being movable to enable the speed of one race to be
varied relative to the speed of the other race, a hydraulic
traction load actuator which receives a hydraulic traction
load pressure and in response applies a traction load
urging the races and the rollers into engagement to pro-
vide traction between them, at least one hydraulic roller
control actuator arranged to receive opposed base and
control pressures and in response to apply a reaction
force to the roller, a hydraulic arrangement for generating
the base pressure and the control pressure and for main-
taining the base pressure above atmospheric pressure,
and a traction load pressure control arrangement which
controls the traction load pressure as a function of the
control pressure, wherein the variator is provided with a
pre-stressed relief spring which opposes the action of
the hydraulic traction load actuator actuator, reducing the
traction load, the relief spring’s force being substantially
equal to the force applied by the hydraulic traction load
actuator when the base and control pressures are equal.
[0028] Preferably the hydraulic arrangement compris-
es a regulator valve for providing the base pressure and
maintaining it substantially constant.
[0029] Preferably the traction load pressure control ar-

rangement is such as to provide traction load pressure
which is proportional to the difference between the base
and control pressures.
[0030] Specific embodiments of the present invention
will now be described, by way of example only, with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a simplified representation of a toroidal
race, rolling traction variator of known type;

Figure 2 is a schematic representation of a hydraulic
arrangement for controlling a variator;

Figure 3 is a simplified and partly sectional repre-
sentation of a traction load actuator embodying as-
pects of the present invention;

Figures 4a and 4b are schematic representations of
a traction load control valve used in the hydraulic
arrangement of Figure 2;

Figure 5 is a graph of reaction force against traction
load; and

Figure 6 is a schematic representation of a further
traction load control valve.

[0031] Some principles of operation of a toroidal race,
rolling traction variator will be explained with reference
to Figure 1. The variator depicted therein belongs to the
prior art. Two shaped discs 12, 14 are mounted upon a
shaft 16 for rotation therewith and have respective part-
toroidal surfaces 18, 20 facing toward corresponding part
toroidal surfaces 22, 24 formed upon an inner disc 26,
two toroidal cavities being thus defined between the
discs. The inner disc 26 is rotatable independently of the
shaft 16. Drive from an engine or other prime mover,
input via the shaft 16 and outer discs 12, 14, is transferred
to the inner disc 26 via a set of rollers 28 disposed in the
toroidal cavities. A single roller 28 is illustrated but typi-
cally three such rollers are provided in each cavity. The
shaft 16 forms the variator’s input. The inner disc 26 forms
the variator’s output. Drive is taken from the inner disc
26 to further parts of the transmission, typically an epi-
cyclic mixer, as is well known in the art.
[0032] A traction load applied to outer discs 14 by a
hydraulic traction load actuator 15 provides pressure at
the contacts between rollers and discs to enable such
transfer of drive. The traction load is transmitted through
the rollers 28 and the inner disc 26 to the outer disc 12,
which is fixed to the shaft and so reacts the load to it,
placing the shaft in tension. Each roller is rotatably mount-
ed in a respective carriage 30 which is itself coupled to
a hydraulic actuator 32 whereby an adjustable reaction
force can be applied to the roller/carriage combination.
As well as being capable of translational motion the roll-
er/carriage combination is able to tilt about an axis 33 to
change the tilt angle of the roller (the angle that the roller
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axis makes to the axis of the shaft 16) and so to change
the radii at which the roller 28 engages the inner and
outer discs 12, 14, 26, thereby allowing variation in the
variator transmission ratio, as is well known to those
skilled in the art.
[0033] The illustrated variator is of the type known in
the art as "torque controlled". The variator regulates "re-
action torque", which is the torque that must be reacted
to the casing to keep the variator from spinning. Equiv-
alently one can say that reaction torque is the sum of the
torques exerted by the variator on its rotary input and its
rotary output. The hydraulic actuator 32 exerts a control-
led reaction force on the roller/carriage and this is bal-
anced by an equal but opposite force upon the roller re-
sulting from the forces transmitted between the disc sur-
faces 18, 20, 22, 24 and the roller 28. The reaction force
is determined by pressure difference in hydraulic lines
S1 and S2 leading to opposite sides of actuator piston
31. By setting control pressures P1 and P2 in lines S1
and S2, the variator reaction torque is set. Variator ratio
is not set directly, but instead is able to change automat-
ically to accommodate speed changes at the variator’s
input and output. Changes of speed at the variator input
result from a torque imbalance. If the load applied to the
engine by the variator is not equal to the engine torque
then the speed of the variator input (and of the engine,
to which it is coupled) changes at a rate determined by
the magnitude of the imbalance, divided by the input in-
ertia. Likewise torque at the variator output goes to drive
the vehicle, and the vehicle will accelerate or decelerate
accordingly. Changes of vehicle speed are matched by
a speed change at the variator output. As the variator’s
input and/or output speeds change, the rollers 28 auto-
matically move to new positions to suitably vary the var-
iator speed ratio (input speed to output speed) while con-
tinuing to provide a reaction torque corresponding to the
pressure difference P1-P2.
[0034] The pressures P1 and P2 may for example be
set using pressure control valves under the direction of
an electronic controller. However, external events may
also have an effect on P1 and P2, and hence on reaction
torque. Consider what happens in the event of a trans-
mission torque spike created for example by hard vehicle
braking. The brakes apply a large torque causing the
vehicle wheels and consequently the variator output to
decelerate. Variator ratio is required to change rapidly,
and to achieve this the variator rollers 28 must move
quickly. Fluid in the hydraulics is displaced by the rapidly
moving pistons 31 of the actuators 32 and resistance to
the resulting flow in the hydraulics produces an increase
in fluid pressure on one side of each actuator and a re-
duction on the other side, tending to resist the roller move-
ment. Reaction force can briefly be dramatically in-
creased in a manner which is not initiated nor directly
predictable by the transmission’s electronic control.
[0035] A system is required for varying traction load in
sympathy with reaction force, in order to provide a con-
trolled traction coefficient at the roller/drive interface. It

needs to react quickly to torque spikes, in order to prevent
roller slip, and it needs to allow for the traction coefficient
to be changed, for reasons explained above.
[0036] Figure 2 is a schematic and somewhat simpli-
fied representation of a hydraulic circuit for controlling
reaction force and traction load. In this drawing a single
hydraulic actuator 32 is shown but there may be several
such actuators in a working variator. Other parts of the
variator itself are omitted from Figure 2. The circuit has
a pressure source, represented in the drawing simply as
a pump 100. A regulator valve or other device (not shown)
may be provided to regulate the pump’s output pressure.
The pump 100 supplies pressurised fluid to a pair of elec-
trically controlled proportional pressure control valves V1
and V2 which output controlled fluid pressures to the sup-
ply lines S1 and S2, and as in Figure 1 opposite sides of
piston 31 receive the respective reaction pressures P1
and P2 and exert a corresponding force on the variator
roller. An electronic control 102 sends pressure demands
to the pressure control valves V1 and V2 to control the
variator.
[0037] Note that the reaction pressures P1 and P2 in
the supply lines do not fall to zero, but are instead main-
tained at or above a base pressure BP. This is ensured,
in the illustrated embodiment, by means of a base pres-
sure regulator valve 104 which receives pressurised fluid
from the pump 100 and which modulates its own output,
based on feedback of its output pressure through pilot
line 106, to maintain it at the base pressure. An accumu-
lator 108 receives the said output and can contribute to
flow required to maintain the base pressure during tran-
sient events. The output of the base pressure regulator
valve 104 is also connectable, via respective one-way
valves OW1 and OW2, to the supply lines S1 and S2. The
one-way valves are oriented to open only if the supply
line pressure would otherwise fall below the base pres-
sure.
[0038] The diagram contains schematic representa-
tions of damper arrangements serving to maintain vari-
ator stability. First dampers D1 and D2 are incorporated
in the respective supply lines S1 and S2, so that flow to
all of the actuators 32 passes through them, and serve
to damp a mode of oscillation in which all of the variator
rollers move in phase with one another. Second dampers
C1 and C2 are incorporated in branch lines leading to an
individual actuator 32 and serve to damp another possi-
ble mode of oscillation in which the variator rollers move
out of phase with one another.
[0039] One-way output valves OU1 and OU2 are con-
nected to the respective supply lines S1 and S2 to permit
flow only out of the supply lines and not into them. The
outputs of the one-way output valves are connected to-
gether so that their combined output H is the higher of
the supply line pressures P1 and P2.
[0040] Arrangements for control of traction load are
represented by boxes in Figure 2. A switching valve ar-
rangement 110 receives:-
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- the base pressure (BP) through a connection 112 to
the base pressure regulator valve 104,

- the higher of the two pressures applied to the actu-
ator pistons 31. This is taken from a "higher-pres-
sure-wins" valve arrangement 114 which is connect-
ed to the two sides of the actuator piston 31 and
which selects the higher pressure and supplies it
through output 116. Since this is the pressure that
is adjusted to control the variator it will be referred
to below as the "control pressure".

[0041] The base pressure BP and the control pressure
CP form signals upon which control of the traction load
is based. They are connected to a traction control valve
arrangement 119 through the switching valve arrange-
ment 110. The traction control valve arrangement 119
also receives a supply of fluid at the higher of the supply
line pressures, H, and modulates this to form a traction
load pressure TP, as will be explained below.
[0042] Figure 3 represents a traction load actuator 117
constructed according to the invention. The actuator
serves to exert a biasing force on variator disc 14, as in
the variator of Figure 1, to urge the variator discs into
engagement with the variator rollers 28, and so provide
disc/roller traction. The variator disc 14 is received in a
movable annular cylinder part 118, closing one end of a
cylinder defined by it. A traction load working chamber
120 is formed between the variator disc 14 and a reaction
plate 122 which is mounted on, and movable along, var-
iator shaft 16. The reaction plate 122 engages the shaft
16 through a seal 124, and also engages a bore of the
cylinder part 118 through a further seal 126. Still a further
seal 127 between the variator disc 14 and the cylinder
part 118 resists egress of fluid in that region. The reaction
plate 122 acts as a piston in the cylinder part 118. A relief
spring 128 is pre-stressed between a shoulder 130 on
the cylinder part 118 and the rear of the reaction plate
122 (the surface that faces away from the traction load
working chamber 120). In the illustrated embodiment the
relief spring is a conical spring of a type often referred to
as a "Belleville washer". During assembly of the variator,
the disc 14, reaction plate 122, cylinder part 118 and
relief spring 128 form a self-contained sub assembly and
are retained together by a circular spring clip 132. The
force exerted by the actuator formed by these compo-
nents is reacted through a pre-load spring 134. More spe-
cifically, the pre-load spring 134 acts on the rear of the
reaction plate 122, being pre-stressed by means of a
collar 136 on the variator shaft 16.
[0043] The operation of the traction load actuator 117
will now be explained. The pre-load spring 134 provides
an initial minimum level of traction load upon start-up of
the transmission. Upon start-up, there will typically be no
hydraulic pressure in the traction load working chamber
120. Pre-load spring 134, acting through reaction plate
122 and through abutments 136 between reaction plate
122 and disc 14, provides the traction load needed in this
initial phase of operation. It also prevents the traction

load from falling below a minimum value (equal to the
pre-load spring’s force). For much of the time, during op-
eration of the transmission, traction load pressure TP in
the traction load working chamber 120 overcomes the
pre-load spring 134, separating abutments 136 from disc
14, so that the pre-load spring 134 does not contribute
to the traction load. Instead, traction load is determined
by:

- the traction pressure TP, which acts on the variator
disc 14 to create the traction load, and

- the relief spring 128, whose force is referred through
the cylinder part 118 and its spring clip 132 and acts
in opposition to the traction load pressure, reducing
the traction load. The purpose of the relief spring 128
will be clarified below.

[0044] Refer now to Figures 4a and 4b, which are sche-
matic representations of a traction control valve 119
whose purpose is to control the traction load pressure
TP. The traction control valve 119 receives a high pres-
sure supply, which in the illustrated embodiment is the
output H of the one-way output valves OU1 and OU2,
although in other embodiments it could for example be
taken more directly from a pump. The traction load pres-
sure TP output from the traction control valve 119 through
output port 140 is applied to the traction load working
chamber 120 (see Figure 3) and so determines the trac-
tion load. In response to pilot pressure signals formed by
the base pressure BP and the control pressure CP, the
traction control valve 119 is able to:

- connect port 142 (receiving the high pressure H) to
output port 140, to boost traction load pressure TP,

- connect exhaust port 144 to output port 140, to re-
lieve traction load pressure TP, or

- close both inlet port 142 and output port 140, to main-
tain traction load pressure TP.

[0045] In the illustrated example the valve’s ports are
controlled by a movable spool 146 having two heads 148,
150 for opening/closing the exhaust and inlet ports re-
spectively, a passage for through-flow of fluid being de-
fined between the spool’s heads 148, 150. The traction
control valve 119 also has a dart 152 which is movable
independently of the spool 146 but is able to exert a force
upon the spool through an abutment 154.
[0046] There are three pilot pressure ports through
which pressure signals can be applied to control the
valve:

- first pilot pressure port 156, through which pressure
can be applied to an area A1 of the spool 146, to
urge it to the left as viewed,

- second pilot pressure port 158, pressure through
which acts both upon an area A2 of the spool 146
(and in the illustrated embodiment A1 equals A2), to
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urge the spool to the right, as viewed, and upon an
area B1 of the dart, urging it to the left, and

- third pilot pressure port 160, pressure through which
acts on an area B2 of the dart 152 (and in the illus-
trated embodiment B1 equals B2) to urge the dart to
the right, into engagement with the spool 146.

[0047] The switching valve arrangement 110 is used
to selectively connect the pilot pressures BP and CP to
the pilot pressure ports in different configurations, illus-
trated respectively in Figures 4a and 4b. In both config-
urations the traction load pressure TP (i.e. the output
pressure of the traction control valve 119) is led to the
first pilot pressure port 156, forming a feedback signal.
[0048] In figure 4a the traction load pressure TP is op-
posed only by the control pressure CP, acting through
the second pilot pressure port 158. Third pilot pressure
port 160 is exhausted and the dart 152 thus has no effect
on the valve’s output pressure. The traction control valve
119 adjusts traction load pressure TP to balance control
pressure CP, and since valve working areas A1 and A2
are equal in this example TP and CP are substantially
equal.
[0049] Recall that it is desired to maintain a substan-
tially constant variator traction coefficient - i.e. a substan-
tially constant ratio of the reaction force exerted by actu-
ator 32 to the traction load exerted by traction load actu-
ator 117. Note also that the reaction force is not propor-
tional to the control pressure CP. Rather, it is proportional
to the difference between the control pressure CP and
the (substantially constant) base pressure BP. In Figure
5, line 162 represents the relationship between reaction
force (on the horizontal axis) and the force exerted on
variator disc 14 by the resultant pressure in the traction
load working chamber 120. Offset 164, created by the
effect of the base pressure BP, implies that traction load
would not be proportional to reaction force as required.
The problem is overcome, however, by the relief spring
128, whose effect is to reduce the traction load by a con-
stant amount equal to the offset 164. The resultant reac-
tion force/traction load characteristic 166 is a substan-
tially straight line passing through origin, in this example,
implying that traction load is truly proportional to reaction
force, as required.
[0050] Now consider Figure 4b. Here the base pres-
sure BP is applied through the second pilot pressure port
158 to the spool’s working area A2 and to the dart’s work-
ing area B1. The control pressure CP is applied through
the third pilot pressure port 160 to the dart’s working area
B2. Hence the spool 146 continues to suffer a force BP
x A2 due to the base pressure, the effect of which on
traction load pressure TP continues to be cancelled out
by the relief spring 128. The dart 152 exerts a force on
the spool 146 which is equal to B1 x (CP-BP), i.e. it is
proportional to the reaction force. Hence this configura-
tion once more provides a constant traction coefficient,
but the traction load produced for any given reaction force
differs from that provided by the Figure 4a arrangement

by a factor A1/B1, due to the different areas on which the
control pressure CP acts in the two configurations.
[0051] The illustrated example provides two possible
values of variator traction coefficient. Figure 6 shows an
alternative version of the traction control valve 119a
which provides three possible values. It differs from the
first version in having a second dart 200 and a fourth pilot
pressure port 202. Hence the same two configurations
of connections described with reference to Figure 4 can
be implemented with the Figure 6 version of the valve,
with port 202 being exhausted in both cases, while the
third valve of traction coefficient is provided by the illus-
trated configuration, in which base pressure BP acts on
both ends of the first dart 152 (producing no net force)
and the control pressure CP, acting through the fourth
pilot pressure port 202 on area C of the second dart 200,
creates a force C x CP on the spool 146. Since area C
is different from area B2, a different traction coefficient
results. Further darts could be provided to give further
discrete values of traction coefficient.

Claims

1. A traction control arrangement for a variator having
a pair of races, at least one roller (28) which is ar-
ranged to engage both races and to transfer drive
from one race to the other, the at least one roller (28)
being movable to enable the speed of one race to
be varied relative to the speed of the other race, a
hydraulic traction load actuator (15) which receives
a hydraulic traction load pressure and in response
urges the races and the at least one roller into en-
gagement to provide traction between them, and at
least one hydraulic roller control actuator (32) ar-
ranged to receive opposed first and second reaction
pressures and in response to apply a reaction force
to the roller,
the traction control arrangement comprising a trac-
tion control valve (119) which controls the traction
load pressure and which is operable in at least two
modes
a first mode in which it receives (a) a first pilot pres-
sure signal corresponding to the traction load pres-
sure (TP) and (b) a second pilot pressure signal cor-
responding to the higher of the first and second re-
action pressures (P1,P2), and in which it controls the
traction load pressure in response to the difference
between the first and second pilot pressure signals;
and
a second mode,
a relationship between traction load pressure and
reaction force being different in the two modes, char-
acterized in that in the second mode the traction
control valve (119) receives (a) a first pilot pressure
signal corresponding to the traction load pressure
(TP), (b) a second pilot pressure signal correspond-
ing to the higher of the first and second reaction pres-
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sures (P1, P2) and (c) a third pilot pressure signal
corresponding to the lower of the first and second
reaction pressures (P1,P2), and controls the traction
load pressure as a function of the first, second and
third pilot pressure signals.

2. A traction control arrangement as claimed in claim
1 wherein the traction control valve (119) has a valve
member (146) which is movable to open and close
a connection between a traction load supply port
(140) and a pressure source (H), thereby to control
the traction load pressure.

3. A traction control arrangement as claimed in claim
2 wherein the traction control valve further comprises
a dart (152) which is movable independently of the
valve member but is arranged, when subject to suit-
able hydraulic pressure, to apply a force to the valve
member to influence its position.

4. A traction load arrangement as claimed in claim 3
wherein the dart (152) has first and second working
faces which, in the second mode, are subject respec-
tively to the lower and the higher of the first and sec-
ond reaction pressures so that the dart applies to the
valve member a force which is a function of the said
reaction pressures.

5. A traction control arrangement as claimed in claim
3 wherein the valve member (146) has first and sec-
ond opposed valve member working faces, and the
dart (152) has opposed first and second dart working
faces, and in which:

in the first mode, the traction load pressure acts
upon the first valve member working face and
the higher of the first and second reaction pres-
sures acts upon the second valve member work-
ing face, and
in the second mode the traction load pressure
acts upon the first valve member working face,
the lower of the first and second reaction pres-
sures acts upon the second valve member work-
ing face, and the first and second working faces
of the dart (152) are subject respectively to the
lower and the higher of the first and second re-
action pressures, so that the dart (152) applies
to the valve member (146) a force which is a
function of the said reaction pressures.

6. A traction control arrangement as claimed in claim
5 in which the first and second working faces of the
dart (152) have equal areas so that the force applied
by the dart (152) is proportional to the difference be-
tween the first and the second reaction pressures.

7. A traction control arrangement as claimed in any of
claims 3 to 6 in which the traction control valve (119)

additionally comprises a second dart (200) and in
which the traction control arrangement is operable
in a third mode to provide a third alternative relation-
ship between traction load pressure and reaction
force.

Patentansprüche

1. Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung für einen Variator mit
einem Paar von Laufscheiben, wenigstens einer
Rolle (28), welche dafür eingerichtet ist, mit beiden
Laufscheiben in Eingriff zu stehen und eine Antriebs-
kraft von einer Laufscheibe auf die andere zu über-
tragen, wobei die wenigstens eine Rolle (28) ver-
schiebbar ist, um eine Veränderung der Drehzahl
einer Laufscheibe in Bezug auf die Drehzahl der an-
deren Laufscheibe zu ermöglichen, einem hydrauli-
schen Zugkraftlastaktuator (15) welcher einen hy-
draulischen Zugkraftlastdruck empfängt und in Re-
aktion darauf die Laufscheiben und die wenigstens
eine Rolle in Eingriff bringt, um eine Zugkraft zwi-
schen diesen bereitzustellen, und wobei wenigstens
einem hydraulischen Rollensteuerungsaktuator
(32), der dafür eingerichtet ist, einen entgegenwir-
kenden ersten und zweiten Reaktionsdruck aufzu-
nehmen und in Reaktion darauf eine Reaktionskraft
auf die Rolle auszuüben,
wobei die Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung ein Zug-
kraftsteuerungsventil (119) aufweist, welches den
Zugkraftlastdruck steuert, und welches in wenigs-
tens zwei Betriebsarten betrieben werden kann,
einer ersten Betriebsart, in welcher es (a) ein dem
Zugkraftlastdruck (TP) entsprechendes erstes Steu-
erdrucksignal empfängt, und (b) ein dem höheren
von dem ersten und zweiten Reaktionsdruck (P1,
P2) entsprechendes zweites Steuerdrucksignal, und
in welcher es den Zugkraftlastdruck in Reaktion auf
die Differenz zwischen dem ersten und zweiten
Steuerdrucksignal steuert; und
einer zweiten Betriebsart, wobei eine Beziehung
zwischen Zugkraftlastdruck und Reaktionskraft in
den zwei Betriebsarten unterschiedlich ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
in der zweiten Betriebsart das Zugkraftsteuerungs-
ventil (119), (a) ein dem Zugkraftlastdruck (TP) ent-
sprechendes erstes Steuerdrucksignal, (b) ein dem
höheren von dem ersten und zweiten Reaktions-
druck (P1, P2) entsprechendes zweites Steuer-
drucksignal und (c) ein dem niedrigeren von dem
ersten und zweiten Reaktionsdruck (P1, P2) ent-
sprechendes drittes Steuerdrucksignal empfängt,
und den Zugkraftlastdruck als eine Funktion des ers-
ten, zweiten und dritten Steuerdrucksignals steuert.

2. Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Zugkraftsteuerungsventil (119) ein Ven-
tilelement (146) besitzt, welches verschiebbar ist,
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um eine Verbindung zwischen der Zugkraftlastzu-
führungsöffnung (140) und einer Druckquelle (H) zu
öffnen und zu schließen, um dadurch den Zugkraft-
lastdruck zu steuern.

3. Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung nach Anspruch 2,
wobei das Zugkraftsteuerungsventil (119) ferner ei-
nen Pfeilbolzen (152) aufweist, welcher unabhängig
von dem Ventilelement verschiebbar aber so ange-
ordnet ist, dass er, wenn er einem geeigneten hy-
draulischen Druck ausgesetzt ist, eine Kraft auf das
Ventilelement ausübt, um dessen Position zu beein-
flussen.

4. Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung nach Anspruch 3,
wobei der Pfeilbolzen (152) eine erste und zweite
Arbeitsfläche hat, welche in der zweiten Betriebsart
dem niedrigeren bzw. dem höheren von dem ersten
und zweiten Reaktionsdruck dergestalt ausgesetzt
sind, dass der Pfeilbolzen auf das Ventilelement eine
Kraft ausübt, welche eine Funktion der Reaktions-
drücke ist.

5. Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung nach Anspruch 3,
wobei das Ventilelement (146) eine erste und zweite
gegenüberliegende Ventilelementarbeitsfläche hat,
und der Pfeilbolzen (152) eine gegenüberliegende
erste und zweite Kolbenarbeitsflächen hat, und in
welcher:

in der ersten Betriebsart der Zugkraftlastdruck
auf die erste Arbeitsfläche des Ventilelementes
wirkt und der höhere von dem ersten und zwei-
ten Reaktionsdruck auf die zweite Arbeitsfläche
des Ventilelementes wirkt, und
in der zweiten Betriebsart der Zugkraftlastdruck
auf die erste Arbeitsfläche des Ventilelementes
wirkt, der niedrigere von dem ersten und zweiten
Reaktionsdruck auf die zweite Arbeitsfläche des
Ventilelementes wirkt, und die erste und zweite
Arbeitsfläche des Pfeilbolzens (152) dem nied-
rigeren bzw. dem höheren von dem ersten und
zweiten Reaktionsdruck dergestalt ausgesetzt
sind, dass der Pfeilbolzen (152) auf das Ventil-
element (146) eine Kraft ausübt, welche eine
Funktion der Reaktionsdrücke ist.

6. Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung nach Anspruch 5, in
welcher die erste und die zweite Arbeitsfläche des
Pfeilbolzens (152) gleiche Flächen dergestalt ha-
ben, dass die durch den Pfeilbolzen (152) ausgeübte
Kraft proportional zu der Differenz zwischen dem
ersten und zweiten Reaktionsdruck ist.

7. Zugkraftsteuerungsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 3 bis 6, in welcher das Zugkraftsteuerungs-
ventil (119) zusätzlich einen zweiten Pfeilbolzen
(200) aufweist, und in welcher die Zugkraftsteue-

rungsanordnung in einer dritten Betriebsart betrie-
ben werden kann, um eine dritte alternative Bezie-
hung zwischen Zugkraftlastdruck und Reaktions-
kraft bereitzustellen.

Revendications

1. Agencement de contrôle de traction pour un varia-
teur ayant une paire de chemins de roulement, au
moins un galet (28) qui est agencé pour s’engager
dans les deux chemins de roulement et pour trans-
férer l’entraînement d’un chemin de roulement à
l’autre, l’au moins un galet (28) étant mobile pour
permettre de faire varier la vitesse d’un chemin de
roulement par rapport à la vitesse de l’autre chemin
de roulement, un actionneur de charge de traction
hydraulique (15) qui reçoit une pression de charge
de traction hydraulique et en réponse pousse les
chemins de roulement et l’au moins un galet en en-
gagement pour fournir une traction entre eux, et au
moins un actionneur de commande de galet hydrau-
lique (32) agencé pour recevoir des première et
deuxième pressions de réaction opposées et appli-
quer en réponse une force de réaction au galet,
l’agencement de contrôle de traction comprenant
une soupape de contrôle de traction (119) qui com-
mande la pression de charge de traction et qui est
manoeuvrable dans au moins deux modes,
un premier mode dans lequel elle reçoit (a) un pre-
mier signal de pression pilote correspondant à la
pression de charge de traction (TP) et (b) un deuxiè-
me signal de pression pilote correspondant à la plus
grande des première et deuxième pressions de réac-
tion (P1, P2), et dans lequel elle commande la pres-
sion de charge de traction en réponse à la différence
entre les premier et deuxième signaux de pression
pilote ; et un deuxième mode,
une relation entre la pression de charge de traction
et la force de réaction étant différente dans les deux
modes, caractérisé en ce que dans le deuxième
mode la soupape de contrôle de traction (119) reçoit
(a) un premier signal de pression pilote correspon-
dant à la pression de charge de traction (TP), (b) un
deuxième signal de pression pilote correspondant à
la plus grande des première et deuxième pressions
de réaction (P1, P2), et (c) un troisième signal de
pression pilote correspondant à la plus petite des
première et deuxième pressions de réaction (P1, P2),
et commande la pression de charge de traction en
fonction des premier, deuxième et troisième signaux
de pression pilote.

2. Agencement de contrôle de traction selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel la soupape de contrôle de
traction (119) a un organe de soupape (146) qui est
mobile pour ouvrir et fermer une connexion entre un
orifice d’approvisionnement en charge de traction
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(140) et une source de pression (H), afin de com-
mander la pression de charge de traction.

3. Agencement de contrôle de traction selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel la soupape de contrôle de
traction comprend en outre un aiguillon (152) qui est
mobile indépendamment de l’organe de soupape
mais est agencé, lorsqu’il est soumis à une pression
hydraulique appropriée, pour appliquer une force à
l’organe de soupape pour influencer sa position.

4. Agencement de contrôle de traction selon la reven-
dication 3, dans lequel l’aiguillon (152) a des premiè-
re et deuxième faces opérationnelles qui, dans le
deuxième mode, sont soumises respectivement à la
plus petite et à la plus grande des première et deuxiè-
me pressions de réaction de sorte que l’aiguillon ap-
plique sur l’organe de soupape une force qui dépend
desdites pressions de réaction.

5. Agencement de contrôle de traction selon la reven-
dication 3, dans lequel l’organe de soupape (146) a
des première et deuxième faces opérationnelles
d’organe de soupape opposées, et l’aiguillon (152)
a des première et deuxième faces opérationnelles
d’aiguillon opposées, et dans lequel :

dans le premier mode, la pression de charge de
traction agit sur la première face opérationnelle
d’organe de soupape et la plus grande des pre-
mière et deuxième pressions de réaction agit
sur la deuxième face opérationnelle d’organe de
soupape, et
dans le deuxième mode, la pression de charge
de traction agit sur la première face opération-
nelle d’organe de soupape, la plus petite des
première et deuxième pressions de réaction agit
sur la deuxième face opérationnelle d’organe de
soupape, et les première et deuxième faces
opérationnelles de l’aiguillon (152) sont soumi-
ses respectivement à la plus petite et à la plus
grande des première et deuxième pressions de
réaction, de sorte que l’aiguillon (152) applique
sur l’organe de soupape (146) une force qui dé-
pend desdites pressions de réaction.

6. Agencement de contrôle de traction selon la reven-
dication 5, dans lequel les première et deuxième fa-
ces opérationnelles de l’aiguillon (152) ont des sur-
faces égales de sorte que la force appliquée par
l’aiguillon (152) est proportionnelle à la différence
entre les première et deuxième pressions de réac-
tion.

7. Agencement de contrôle de traction selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 3 à 6, dans lequel la sou-
pape de contrôle de traction(119) comprend en outre
un deuxième aiguillon (200) et dans lequel l’agen-

cement de contrôle de traction est manoeuvrable
dans un troisième mode pour fournir une troisième
relation alternative entre la pression de charge de
traction et la force de réaction.
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